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James Sanchez, Supervisor

Staff:
Nyleen Troxel Stowe, District Manager
Will Kolbenschlag, Assistant District Manager
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SOIL & WATER CONSERVATION
The Socorro Soil & Water Conservation District’s Cost Share Program continues to be the top priority of
the fiscal year. It is designed to assist landowners with implementing water conservation measures on their
farms, ranches, and residences. The following is a summary of the available programs and the combined
benefits of the District’s multifaceted programs:
This year $37,604.03 was reimbursed to landowners for installing beneficial agricultural and residential
conservation projects.
Agricultural Projects:
Agriculture is the most active segment of our cost share program. This year we assisted landowners with
seven land leveling projects moving 17,280 cubic yards of dirt on 31 acres; installation of 141 feet
concrete ditch lining with four tailpipes benefitting 4 acres ; installation of an 11,000 gallon livestock
water storage tank, benefitting 640 acres; installation of four new Middle Rio Grande Conservancy ditch
turnouts-one 12”, one 18” and one 24”; installation one 12”, one 18” and one 24” turnout on the La Joya
acequia.
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Residential Projects for FY 2022 included the installation of one 550-gallon rain barrel and installation on
one low flow toilet.

RIO GRANDE RESTORATION FUNDING
A contract was awarded to Sanchez Demolition, Inc. for the Rudy Gonzales tract. They began the
extraction and piling of Salt cedar on December 14, 2021 and completed the 13.69 acres on December 23,
2021.

Sanchez Demolition Equipment.
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In January 2022, the Socorro SWCD contracted with Lanford Excavation for $19,935.86 to have 17.90
acres of Salt cedar extracted and piled. The two tracts are in La Joya, NM and belong to Mr. Bobby
Contreras and Mr. Michael Thom. The Contreras tract is adjacent to the tract belonging to Mr. Rudy
Gonzales that was completed in the fall of 2021, creating a large fire break. The Thom tract is to the south
and west along the La Joya Acequia. The landowners of all three tracts intend to go back into agricultural
production.

Contreras Tract

Gonzales tract with extracted/piled Salt cedar
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Following is a summary of the acreage that has been completed to date using the Socorro SWCD Riparian
Restoration Funding from the New Mexico State Legislature.
Tract and Practices

Thomas tract, Whitaker tract, Lawrence
tract/extraction and mulching
NM Department of Game & Fish
Extraction and mulching.
Valdez tract, Pepplar tract
Root plowing/raking into burn piles
NM Department of Game and Fish-Ladd S Gordon
Refuge
Extraction, piling, seeding
Carangelo tract
Root plowing/raking followed with reveg planting
Herkenhoff tract-Paddle scraping
Bourne/Babcock tract
Extraction and piling, grass seeding
Armijo tract
Extraction/windrowing
Bruton tract
Root plowing/raking
Armijo/Gonzales and Bourne/Babcock tracts
Fencing and Noxious weed treatment
Gonzales tract
Root plowing/raking
Shrub purchase for follow up plantings
Dean tracts
Extraction/root plow and raking into piles for
burning
BLM (Rhodes) tract
Bulldoze above ground vegetation
Rudy Gonzales tract
Chavez and Tafoya tracts
Root plow and burn Esquibel, Hart and S. Gonzales
tracts
Extraction of Rudy Gonzales, Bobby Contreras and
Michael Thom tracts
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Acreage

Funding
Year

Funding
Amount

17.17 acres

FY 2008

$42,000

26 acres

FY 2009

$42,000

73.1 acres

FY 2010

$38,558

102 acres

FY 2011

$36,549

119.1 acres

FY 2012

$34,720

23 acres

FY 2013

$34,720

51.8 acres

FY 2014

$34,720

101 acres

FY 2015

$34,625

31.2 acres

FY 2016

34,417.25

35 acres

FY 2017

$31,375

3.625 acres
(10 acres total)
26 acres
35.5 acres

FY 2017
FY 2018
FY 2019

$725
$25,500
$30,975

17 acres

FY 2020

$31,780

33.2 acres

FY 2022

$32,965.98
($31,780 State
funding)
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NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL

This year, the Socorro SWCD used our BLM noxious weed funding to treat over 170
acres of land.
There are three main categories of treatments that the Socorro SWCD performs for the
BLM. These include public access recreation areas, BLM land that is leased to ranches, and
private lands adjoining BLM land.
For each treatment or monitoring session, we complete the provided BLM spray report,
take pictures of the area, and create a map of the precise treatment areas using GPS. This
information is periodically provided to the BLM Socorro field office, along with a spreadsheet
summarizing the work completed (attached).
Public Recreation Areas
The public recreation areas are the most challenging areas to perform weed treatments.
Care must be taken when spraying herbicide in close proximity to the public. The Socorro
SWCD will schedule treatments of these areas when they are closed to the public. When this is
not possible, we choose the times with the least amount of public activity and take extra
precautions to never spray weeds in proximity to public land users.
The Socorro SWCD implements treatments on the weeds in the common areas at the
Socorro Nature Area, Fort Craig, Box Canyon Recreation Area, Datil Well Campground, and the
Socorro County Fairgrounds.
Socorro Nature Area
The Socorro Nature area is one of the more popular public spaces in Lemitar, NM. Dog
walkers and joggers can be seen there nearly every morning, year-round. Recent improvements
have caused soil disturbance, which always means weeds are soon to follow. We spray the
parking areas, roads, trails, and campsite areas at the Nature Area, while leaving the open areas
undisturbed.
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Top Left – treated weeds around
the nature area entrance.
Top right – parking lot. Recent
gravel installation has brought
some new weeds.
Left – keeping the roads free of
weeds.

Fort Craig
Fort Craig is a popular day use recreation area, with many trails, a large parking lot, and
several small public areas that we try to keep free of weeds. The BLM has installed a new
product on much of the trail system that has made a SIGNIFICANT difference in suppressing
weed growth, as well as making the trail harder and more compact, allowing better wheelchair
access. This year was a challenge for Fort Craig, as has been no host for most of the summer.
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Above – the Ft. Craig entrance area. Below – part of the trail with the new
material added, which has greatly reduced the need for weed treatment.
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Box Canyon
Box Canyon Recreation Area, aka “The Box,” is a very popular spot for hikers and rock
climbers. Many tour buses and vacationers will also visit here, making it a likely spot for weeds
to be spread. No noxious weed species were present this year, but this location will always be a
part of our regular monitoring program. Any weeds found here are hand pulled or otherwise
mechanically treated.

The Box parking lot
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Datil Well Campground
There are two treatment areas at the Datil Well Campground: the camping area and the
group shelter. Due to several complaints from campers, we no longer spray weeds in the
camping area. Any noxious weeds found here in the future will be pulled by hand or otherwise
mechanically treated. The group shelter area and parking lot are still sprayed.

Above - Datil Well Campground trailhead area.
Below – Group Shelter area.
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Socorro County Fairgrounds
Since it is a popular area that is used for different events throughout the year, the
fairgrounds are another area that we continuously monitor for noxious weeds. There have been
various outbreaks of African rue, Russian knapweed, and Salt cedar there in the past. Currently,
there is a new African rue infestation that has gained a large foothold in the old mug bog area.
This area is within sight of A-1 ready mix, whose yard is completely ridden with African rue,
and they refuse to address the issue. Unfortunately, since they send trucks all over several
counties every day, African rue will become common here. We have seven areas
where we currently treat it, while a decade ago we had none.

The former mud bog area; about
13 acres with a medium density
African rue infestation.

A previous outbreak of Russian
knapweed next to the rodeo arena,
which has since been eradicated.
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Ranch Land
Most of the acres that we treat for the BLM is the public land leased to ranches. Ranch
land presents special challenges that can make control difficult. The archaic practice of creating
earthen retention dams in arroyos to store water is a noxious weed perfect storm. They get all the
sunshine and water they need to flourish, and the cattle are very effective at fertilizing them and
moving their seeds everywhere. This outdated method of watering cattle creates large problems
on the ranches that still use it. Modern ranchers know that wells connected to distribution
systems provide cleaner, purer water, provide it much more consistently, drastically reduce water
waste, and do not have the noxious weed problems that the others do.
The primary ranch areas that we treat include the Abo Canyon abandoned mine site,
Armijo Ranch, Bernardo area dirt tanks, Caleb Kerr’s Ranch, Cat Mountain Ranch, Rhodes
Ranch, Harliss Ranch, and the Pound Ranch.
Abo Canyon
This is a new site that we have treated for the first time this year. It is on BLM land
adjacent to Abo Canyon near Mountainair, NM. It contains a small set of cascading dirt tanks,
although it seems to be a very dangerous spot for cattle to graze, as there are several deep, open
mineshafts on the site.

A dirt tank at the Abo mine site, full from monsoon season.

Another dirt tank at the Abo mine.
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Bernardo Dirt Tanks
The dirt tanks near Bernardo, between the Sevilleta NWR and the Rio Puerco contain
some of the largest dirt tanks in Socorro County. Although Johnny Chavez, who ranches the
area, is installing water storage and drinkers throughout the area, with assistance from the
Socorro SWCD cost share program, many of these tanks have been growing Salt cedar for two
generations. We have achieved complete control of the Salt cedar in many of the tanks, but a few
persistent areas require further attention. As in all Salt cedar infestations, the presence of
Diorhabda elongate spp. (the salt cedar bug).

Bernardo area dirt tank that has
full control of the Salt cedar.

Another dirt tank without living
Salt cedar near Bernardo.

Many arroyos leading into and out
of the dirt tanks contain Salt cedar,
and nearly all have been
eradicated.
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Above - one of the largest tanks in the area has a 100% kill from several years of treatment.
Below - the trees are rotting and falling over.
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Above is a picture of the “Lake Tank,” by far the largest tank in the area, and it is full of Salt
cedar from one end to the other. This tank is nearly always full of water, making access
impossible. Last year damage to the road made access to the site very difficult. This year, the
very active monsoon season caused this tank (and many others) to over-bank and destroy the
earthen dam retaining them. Normally this would make treatment possible, as all the water has
drained out of it, but the large rain event not only destroyed the dam, but also the road leading to
it, making access impossible, other than on foot.

The Lake Tank blowout area. Access is difficult even on foot.
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Caleb Kerr’s Ranch
The Kerr Ranch, formerly the Zimmerly Ranch, has a small dirt tank containing some
Salt cedar, which has been eradicated. It also has small patches of African rue, because this is a
road used fairly heavily by A-1 ready mix. The ranch also had a couple small Tree of Heavens
that were killed with one application of Imazapyr on a cut-stump application.

Far left – eradicated
Tree of Heaven in an
arroyo.
Left – new African rue
plants near an area of
disturbed dirt.
Below – eradicated
Salt cedar adjoining a
small dirt tank.
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Cat Mountain Ranch
The Cat Mountain Ranch previously had a small infestation of Tree of Heaven. After 3
years of treatment, the noxious tree has been eradicated. There is another tree within the DOT
easement of Highway 60, adjacent to this property. The DOT has been notified about its
presence. This site will be removed from our list.

Eradicated Salt cedar at the Cat Mountain Ranch.
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Rhodes Ranch
The Rhodes Ranch is a 700ish acre ranch of mostly private land, which also includes a
BLM lease North of Bosquecito. The BLM lease includes a strip of land that splits the ranch in
the middle and connects the upland area to the riparian area of the Rio Grande. The Socorro
SWCD has been treating noxious species on this ranch for over 15 years, both on our own and
with the BLM’s help. Aside from a small Russian knapweed infestation and the diminishing
amount of resprouting Salt cedar, this property is under control and serves an example of how
Salt cedar can be controlled with persistence.

Treating Russian knapweed on the West end of the Rhodes Ranch.

Treated Salt cedar resprouts amid the cleared area of the Rhodes Ranch.
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Just North of the Rhodes Ranch is the Arroyo de las Canas, which is a tremendously large arroyo
that runs through the Chavez Ranch before reaching the Rhodes property. The Chavez Ranch has
a productive natural spring in the arroyo, creating a perfect environment for the Salt cedar. At
some point in the past year, a fence has been installed across the arroyo that prevents access to
the East. All of the Salt cedar from the Rio Grande to the fence has been treated and is
approximately 90% dead.

Dead Salt cedar on the banks of the Arroyo de las Canas.
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Harliss Ranch
The Harliss ranch was aerially treated by helicopter in the fall of 2013. The treatment was
minimally effective and treating the trees from the ground has been a grind. Persistence is the
key to Salt cedar control, and we are clearly making ground on this property, but it will take
more work.

Above and below, dead and alive Salt cedar on the Harliss ranch.
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Pound Ranch
This ranch is another that is on a road used by A-1 Ready Mix, and therefore has African
rue. And again, it is a dirt tank that is holding water and collecting seeds, allowing the Rue to
thrive. Although there are only a handful of plants, there is a never-ending supply of seeds
coming down the arroyo, so expect to see this one on the report for years to come.

African rue on the Pound Ranch.
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Private Land
Where noxious weed infestations appear on private land that have potential to impact
BLM land in a negative way, we will treat the weeds with landowner cooperation. In the case of
the former Lemitar Auction Ring, the landowner actively treats the weeds along with the Socorro
SWCD. He is very willing to strap on a backpack sprayer to help attack the African rue
infestation. This property is about twelve acres, is very difficult to treat because of the extensive
fencing. Fortunately, the infestation is contained to the property, and does not appear to be
spreading as we are killing it. Four treatments this year seem to be showing good progress, and
the landowner will be applying pre-emergent this winter to help further control.

The former Lemitar auction yard. This is actually a significant reduction in the number of plants
from the initial treatment.
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BLM Spraying & Monitoring 2021

Acres
Location
Socorro Nature Area

Primary Species
Kochia,
R.Thistle

Socorro Nature Area

Salt Cedar

Box Canyon Recreation Area

Siberian Elm

Fort Craig

Tumbleweed, etc

Fort Craig

Tumbleweed, etc

Datil Well Campground

Russian Thistle

Abo Canyon Silver Mine

Salt Cedar

Bernardo Area Dirt Tanks

Acres

Treated

Date

Monitored

4.90

5.17,25,6.10

2.40

0.50

6.10.21

Notes
Lots of new weeds from construction
EZ-Ject, first use

5.20.21

3.00

Eradicated

1.50

5.18,6.8

2.00

Pulled weeds by hand, only a few.

2.30

8.3.21

2.50

6.7

5.50

New path material blocks all weeds
Pulled weeds by hand. Spray
inapropriate.

15.40

6.9/9.14

13.30

Far more than expected, will return to
treat

Salt Cedar

4.28

9.7.21

Bernardo Area Dirt Tanks

Salt Cedar

2.19

9.16.21

Caleb Kerr Allotment

African Rue

0.80

6.22, 9.23

Caleb Kerr Allotment

Salt Cedar

Caleb Kerr Allotment

Tree Of Heaven

0.10

Taylor Canyon

Spiny Cocklebur

8.37

Lutz Canyon

Spiny Cocklebur

Cat Mountain Ranch

Tree of Heaven

Dale Muncy Dirt Tanks

Salt Cedar

Arroyo del Tajo (bosq rd & 380)

Salt Cedar

Rhodes Ranch

Salt Cedar

1.10

5.3.21

Rhodes Ranch

7.20

6.23.21

Rhodes Ranch

Salt Cedar
Russian
Knapweed

2.10

6.23.21

Rhodes Ranch

Salt Cedar

6.60

9.21.21

Harliss Ranch

Salt Cedar

12.40

5.19.21

Harliss Ranch

Salt Cedar

73.89

9.20.21

Quebradas Backcountry
Arroyo de Las Canas (n of
Rhodes)

Salt Cedar

William Armijo Allotment

Salt Cedar

4.18

9.22.21

MRGCD Yard

Malta Starthistle

1.20

5.20, 6.22

Socorro County Fairgrounds

African Rue

3.53

5.20,6.10

Lemitar Livestock Sale Barn

African Rue

8.51

5.26.21

Lemitar Livestock Sale Barn

African Rue

8.40

5.26.22

Pound Ranch

African Rue

1.50

5.25,6.22

Sawtooth Mountains

Salt Cedar

Spread this year from dirt movement

5.20,6.22

2.00

Erradicated

5.20,6.23

0.10

Erradicated
Rancher is farming it

6.7

0.50

Erradicated
Erradicated

9.22.21

2.00

Bug infested
Very little remaining on property

90% eradicated

Monsoon season brought it back to life
Unable to locate one remaining tree

Salt Cedar

9.21.21

5.25.22
170.95
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Tank is 75% dead

2.00

Bug infested, mostly dead trees
About 80% kill so far

2.00

Very persistent. Progress slow but steady

5.00

Contracted over the winter

42.30
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FISCAL YEAR 2022 BUDGET:
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